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ABSTRACT

A large, ultra lightweight space structure, such as solar

sails and Gossamer spacecrafts, requires a distributed

power source to alleviate wire networks, unlike the

localized on-board power infrastructures typically

found in most small spacecrafts. The concept of

microwave-driven multifunctional capability for

membrane structures is envisioned as the best option to

alleviate the complexity associated with hard-wired

control circuitry and on-board power infrastructures. A

recterma array based on a patch configuration for high

voltage output was developed to drive membrane

actuators, sensors, probes, or other devices. Networked

patch recterma array receives and converts microwave

power into a DC power for an array of smart actuators.

To use microwave power effectively, the concept of a

power allocation and distribution (PAD) circuit is

adopted for networking a recterma/actuator patch array.

The use of patch rectermas adds a significant amount of

rigidity to membrane flexibility and they are relatively

heavy. A dipole recterma array (DRA) appears to be

ideal for thin-film membrane structures, since DRA is

flexible and light. Preliminary design and fabrication of

PAD circuitry that consists of a few nodal elements

were made for laboratory testing. The networked

actuators were tested to correlate the network coupling

effect, power allocation and distribution, and response

time.

INTRODUCTION

A microwave-driven smart membrane system provides

multifunctional capabilities to ultra-light weight

structures, such as the shape control of inflatable

membrane space antennas, smart-wing concept of

future aircrafts, unmanned autonomous aircraft

vehicles (UAV), and insect-like flying objects

development. 1,2 The microwave-driven smart

membrane actuator system is based on a wireless

power transmission to actuators without a complex

wiring and gate switching. This can reduce the total

weight and fabrication cost of the system. Smart

materials, such as piezoelectric and electroactive

polymers (EAP), undergo shape changes along with

applied electric field in a predictable way 3'4 and are

used for actuator applications. Recently, a smart
material actuator was utilized for a surface

compensation of inflatable reflector antenna. 5 The

surface compensation technique is extremely crucial to

the success of NASA's future missions 6-9 including the

Gossamer spacecrafts, Next Generation Space

Telescope (NGST), space relay antennas, aircraft

morphing, and insect-like flying objects.

For a system with numerous nodal points that require

power feed and control, the hard wiring may not be a

suitable solution due to the network complexity, the

weight increase attributed to a wired network, the

complex gate switching of power and control networks,

and the interdependency of power and control routines.

However, these shortcomings of wire-networked

system may be alleviated by adopting a wireless power

transmission with beam steering and tailoring using

microwave properties such as power, frequency, and

polarization.

Since the recterma was first introduced by W. C.
Brown in the 1960's, 1° it has been used for various

applications such as a microwave-powered helicopter

and model airplanes, 11 and later proposed for the Solar

Power Satellite (SPS) 12 that converts solar energy to

RF and beams down to large 2.45-GHz rectermas on

Earth, the 4.5-meter wingspan airplane that was

powered only by microwave energy, 13 and a

microwave-powered balloon with an electronically

steerable phased array. 14 Most smart materials, such as

piezoelectric or electroactive, require electrical power

in a range of 200 - 300 volts to activate appreciable

shape changes. A 3x3 array of patch rectermas was

developed in our earlier efforts for a multilayered

piezoelectric actuator. It was able to generate an output

voltage of 70 volts. 1'2 Although the result was not

impressive, it laid out the direction for next generation

recterma devices. Recently, a lightweight patch

recterma was developed at NASA's Jet Propulsion

Laboratory. 15 The improved recterma is a square planar

array of identical unit cells that have a receiving

antenna, filter and rectifier circuitry in its planar

structure. Microwave coupling between each copper

antenna patch and its underlying filter and rectifier

circuit occurs in two ort_ogonal slots in the copper

ground plane.

The power output harvested from patch rectermas is

determined by the power flux density, frequency,

incident angle of incident microwave, and rectifying

circuit performance. Devices for aerospace applications

are typically designed for high power density

(volumetric or mass-based) and low power
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Fig.1. Microwavedrivenmultifunctionalcapabilitiesforsmartmembranestructures.

requirement.Inadditiontobeinglightweight,thinand
flexible,microwave-drivensmartmembraneactuators
must meet thesepowerrequirements.Devices
operatingat a low powerlevelshouldintelligently
managethepower.Normally,highenergyandhigh
frequencymicrowavesourcesarebulkyandheavy,and
thusinappropriatefor spaceapplications.Theissues
relatedto lowpowerdensityof microwavecanbe
easilyaddressedby adoptingtheconceptof power
allocationanddistribution(PAD).
Also,thetypeof powerfor space-basedorairborne
structuresis mode-dependent,eithercontinuousor
pulse.Theimbeddednatureof powerharvesting,
distribution,storage,andcontrolfor shapechanges,
data gathering,and probingwithin a single
embodiment,asshowninFig.1,imposeverystringent
designcriteriaasthin-filmforflexiblestructures,micro
or nanosizes,ultra lightweightelements,less
complexity,andenhancement.Thepowermodefora
selectedfunctionalelementismodulatedforeitherhigh
voltageor currentaccordingto theneed.Forthe
purposeof theshapecontrol,therectermaneedsto

Resistance - 100 kg_

provide either high voltage/low current for

piezoelectric and electro-active materials, or low

voltage/high current for magnetostrictive materials.

Other functional elements do not need power mode and

modulation as extreme as required for shape control
devices.

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

In this study, the multilayer piezoelectric actuators

were chosen since they exhibit high longitudinal

displacement, fast response, low driving voltage, and

high energy conversion efficiency. 16 A JPL 3x3 patch

rectenna was used and characterized in various

conditions, such as transmitted power, frequency, beam

incident angle, and beam polarization. A 100 kf2-

loaded rectenna was tested to apply a high voltage to

the actuator and maximize its performance. In this case,

it was possible to obtain up to 73 V DC, whereas the

efficiency was only 12 % as shown in Fig. 2. The effect
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Transmitted power effect on voltage output and efficiency obtained by 3x3 patch rectenna with

100,000 and 5,400 Ohms at a distance of 38 cm from feed horn at constant frequency of 8.5 GHz.
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generated by 3x3 patch recterma at 63.5 cm
from feed horn with constant transmitted

power of 1.1 W.

of frequency on recterma performance was tested at a

constant power, 1.1 W, when the patch recterma was

placed at a distance of 100 cm away from the feed

horn. In Figs. 2 and 3, it is shown that the maximum

voltage of 73 V DC was produced at 8.6 GHz. Fig. 4

illustrates that the displacement of multilayer

piezoelectric actuator powered by the recterma's DC

voltage output up to about 70 V. The nearly linear

relationship between the displacement and the applied

voltage signifies nearly constant d33 (= 0.157 [_tm/V])

over a whole test range. At 50 V, the displacement was

measured to be around 8.0 _tm, which is much larger

than the 5.6 _tm that was obtained with the same level

of AC voltage at 0.5 Hz. At this frequency, however,

dielectric loss due to the high frequency is expected to

be negligible. Thus, if RMS value of AC voltage is

considered instead of the peak-to-peak value, we obtain

good agreement between the AC source at 0.5 Hz and

the recterma power, as shown in Fig. 4.

To extend our research, the 6x6 patch rectermas shown
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in Fig. 5 were built for high voltage output. The voltage

output of patch rectermas is determined by the number

of embedded Schottky barrier diodes on a rectifying

circuit. Each patch consists of two of Schottky barrier

diodes embedded in a serial mode that hold off the total

of 15 volts. Thus, a 6 x 6 patch recterma is,

theoretically, able to generate the output voltage up to

540 volts. The actual voltage output is lower than the

theoretical value and determined by the electrical

properties of substrate materials on which a rectifying

circuit is built. The performance of a 6 x 6 patch

recterma is shown in Figs 6 and 7. The power outputs

(_V2/RL) from a 6x6 patch recterma module with

constant load resistance (RL) were measured at a far-

field along the distance from the feed horn and plotted

in terms of voltage output versus distance as shown in

Fig. 6. The frequency-dependent voltage outputs were

also measured at the distance of 100 cm away from a

feed horn as shown in Fig. 7. The peak voltage output

was 230 volts at 8 GHz with 20 watts of microwave

Fig. 5. A 6 x 6 patch recterma array

3
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Fig. 7. Frequency dependent voltage outputs from

a 6 x 6 patch recterma array measured at

various locations of the receiving plane•

beam power• This peak voltage output is within the

voltage requirement for most piezoelectric actuators•

Fig. 8 shows a THUNDER actuator flaat was connected

to a 6x6 patch recterma array for testing• The critical

breakdown voltage of a THUNDER actuator similar to

the one shown in Fig. 8 was 230 volts• The THUNDER
used for flae test was rated with a 31 Hz resonant

frequency, 595 volts driving voltage, and a 7.62 mm

maximum displacement• Fig. 9 shows the deflection
levels of THUNDER actuator as a function of the

voltages fed from the 6 x 6 patch recterma array• A

higher voltage output than 230 volts is expected with

increase of the beam power• The test of the 6 x 6 patch

recterma was limited to the capacity of the 20-watt

turmeling-wave tube amplifier (TWTA) used in this

study. Currently, a 200-watt TWTA is under

installation and should allow for flae maximum voltage

Fig. 8. A THUNDER actuator driven by

microwave power

output from a 6 x 6 patch recterma. High voltage output

is, generally, determined by the number density and

breakdown voltage of Schottky barrier diodes in a

recterma array, the beam power, the frequency, and the

distance, respectively• The number density of Schottky

diodes is determined by how patch rectennas are

densely packed in an array at a given frequency• The

highest breakdown voltage of commercially available

Schottky barrier diodes that are built with GaAs

appears to be 9 volts• However, the beam wave

dispersion over a distance is an inevitable feature of

microwave due to long wavelength and determined by

Goubau relation as Dr = 4 "c)vZ/_Dt, where _ is the

constant related to beam transfer efficiency, for

example, z = 3 for 100 % transfer efficiency, Z the

wavelength, Z the distance between transmitting and

receiving antennas, and Dt the diameter of transmitting
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Fig. 10. Block diagram of the system control logic of a networked smart actuators array

antenna. With the x-band ()_ _ 0.03 meter), 0.2 meter of

transmitting antenna diameter, and 20-meters away, the

diameter of receiving antenna, Dr is 11.5 meters. For

K-band ()_ _ 0.01 meter), Dr = 3.8 meters. For W-band

where )_ _ 0.003 meter, Dr = 1.15 meters. As we see

from these simple calculations, the higher the

frequency is, the less the dispersion of the wave. Thus,

the beam power is concentrated better at a higher

frequency. Such a result is also translated into a smaller

size of recterma footprint that will, in turn, increase the

number density of rectermas (or Schottky barrier

diodes) in an array.

In order to drive actuators or multifunctional elements,

an array of recterma patches are networked in serial

mode to provide the required voltage. The networked

control logic in a PAD circuitry, in principle, operates

to allocate the whole DC power from a recterma array

to a certain region of the actuator array where the

surface correction is commanded and then the power is

distributed to each individual actuator based on power

need. The control logic diagram for the networked

multifunctional elements of recterma array is shown in

Fig. 10. The interconnected network circuitry controls

logic of all participating rectermas and allocates power

to a group of actuators from one location to another

location. The networked allocation of power is also

regarded as a process of the power amplification

corresponding to the power needs for a group of

actuators. The logic based on the wireless power feed

and PAD concept is composed of a feedback loop of

monitoring and determining power flow within the

multifunctional element array. The sensors monitoring

the performance of the multifunctional element array

are integrated and compared to determine power needs

for any elements within the array. If the primary power

feed must be tailored, the control signal goes to the

microwave oscillator to modulate the power or

frequency. The eventual scheme for control is to use a

microwave signal piggybacked to the main microwave

power beam. In Fig. 10, the microwave signal selects

which element of the array to be triggered. Once the

preprogrammed layout of power distribution is

arranged through microwave signals, the respective

MOSFETs in an array are gated according to the levels

of switching voltages. Gate 2 of MOSFET determines

the drain current from a participating actuator element

while gate 1 is triggered with a certain voltage level.

The challenges ahead for networked smart actuator

array development include the development of high

voltage hold-off Schottky barrier diodes and dual gate

MOSFETs. Hence, the power allocated to the needed

area exceeds the threshold power level and energizes

the actuators. The PAD circuitry utilizes most of the

microwave power at the recterma's maximum

efficiency and tailors the power mode and boosts either

the output voltage or output current for the actuator

array. The power distribution to a designated group of

actuators can be controlled by the external command

signals. Fig. 11 shows an illustration for a PAD

concept.

Within the group of actuators, the power allocated to

the group is distributed to each actuator of the group

according to need of power. The power distribution

grid will have vertical lines referred to as columns and
horizontal lines referred to as rows. These lines are

constructed of electrically conducting material. An

actuator is placed at the node or intersection of each

vertical and horizontal line as shown in Fig. 11. Power
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Fig.11.SchematicofPADlogiccircuit

to eachactuatorcanbegivenfromfourdirections.
Suchasysteminsurespowerbeingdeliveredtoagiven
nodeif some(max.three)of thecross-linksshould
breakor bedestroyed.If at leastonelineremains,
powerwill continuetoflowtotheactuator.Evenif all
fourbreak,powerwouldstillflowandcontrolallthe
othernodesoractuatorsinthemembrane.Thesimplest
possiblecomponentforpowerdistributionwouldbea
variableresistor.Anelectronicdevicethatcanoperate
as a simplevariableresistoris a MOSFET.
EnhancementmodepowerMOSFET'sareclassifiedas
voltagecontrolleddevicessincethedraincurrentIeis
controlledby themagnitudeof thegateto source
voltage,VGs.WhenVGsishigh,typically10volts,the
drain-to-sourceresistancefallsto a verylow value
(typicallylessthan1 f2).Ie is alsolimitedby the
impedanceoftheloadandthemagnitudeofthedrain
supplyvoltage.Applyingalowvoltageacrossthegate-
to-source,simply0volts,thedrain-to-sourceresistance
increases(typicallyseveralMr2) and turnsthe
MOSFEToff.ThusoneMOSFETcanfunctionasthe
controlelementto onepiezoelectricdisplacement
actuator.
TocontroloraddresseachMOSFET,thecontrollogic
usedtorefreshDRAMinapersonalcomputercanbe
used.Thememorylogicvoltage,0or5volts,isstored
ina capacitorinsidethememory.Thiscapacitorwill
dischargeif not refreshedperiodically.Rowsand
columnsareenergizedsystematicallyin a swept

fashiontorechargethememorycapacitors.Inasimilar
fashion,individualnodesinthedistributionpowergrid
canbeaddressedif thecorrespondingrowandcolumn
aredrivenhigh.Thissolutionimpliesthatwehavea
MOSFETwithtwoidenticalgateinputscapableof
turningofftheMOSFETindependently.InatrueAND
gatefashion,theMOSFETwill onlyconductwhen
bothgateinputs(rowandcolumn)arehigh.
MostdiscreteMOSFET'susedtodayhaveonegate
drive.Inearlydays,dualgateMOSFET'swereusedin
RF mixersand automaticgain controlledIF
(intermediaryfrequency)stageelectronics.Withthe
fabricationof everincreasingcomplexintegrated
circuits,thelowdemandfordualgateFET'shasforced
manymanufacturersto stopmakingthem.Wewere
onlyableto obtaindiscontinuedMotoroladual-gate
depletionmodeMOSFETs,theMFE201.Thedepletion
modeoperationforcedthecontrolcircuitryto use
negativegatedrivevoltagesin orderto turnthe
MOSFEToff.

CONCLUSION

From the experimental results, it was clear that that the

recterma array generates sufficient power to drive

multifunctional elements. The wireless power

transmission by microwave eliminates the need for the

hard-wiring of multifunctional elements on the

adaptive surfaces of a large space deployable reflectors
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or inflatableantennas.Hence,it coulddramatically
reducethetotalcostandweightofthemultifunctional
systemsandfindapplicationsin manychallenging
spacemissions.The conceptualdesignof PAD
presentedisareasonablesolutiontothecomplexityof
wiringmanyactuatorsinasmartmaterial.Thedesign
issimpleenoughtoimbedintoathinfilmmicrocircuit
layerduringthefabricationofthesmartmaterial.For
high powerapplications,high voltagehold-off
SchottkybarrierdiodesandMOSFETsareessentialfor
driving actuatorswith a large displacement
requirement,suchasaircraftmorphingactuatorswhich
require>200volts.
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